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NUMERO CROMATICO PRESENTS

SENZA
Location
Via degli Ausoni 1
00185, Roma
Dates
11st → 13rd January 2021
A series of exhibitions closed
to the public

ARTIST BIOGRAPHY
Marco Marini, artist and researcher, secretary of
Numero Cromatico and editor of Nodes Journal.
Since 2010, he has been conducting studies on
visual deprivation. His experiments target drawing, painting and performance acts that involve
himself and the viewers, creating events that
investigate spontaneity, the relationship between
the Self and the Other and between architectural
spaces and urban landscapes, in which visual
deprivation functions as a working strategy for
the avoidance of spontaneous and emotional
contents. From 2010 to 2012 he has been the coordinator of teaching activities at the Musei Capitolini and of the courses Teoria della Percezione,
Psicologia della Forma and Psicologia dell’Arte at
the Accademia di Belle Arti di Roma.
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Show by Numero Cromatico
Without expression, without intention - these are some of the explanatory
statements that led to the exhibition Senza, solo show by Marco Marini.
The show presents twenty large-scale drawings realised in visual deprivation.
The drawings look like constellations of signs without a specific interpretative
orientation - without an image orientation and without personal will.
Senza presents the drawing resulting from the performance Ossessioni (2020).
The exhibition is part of a research project undertaken by Marini 10 years ago
in the field of non-expressive experimental practice.
Marini develops new strategies that aim at avoiding representation, by virtue
of the mimesis of an internal, emotional and passionate reality of the subject
that performs the action.
In Numero Cromatico’s frame of research, this exhibition raises new questions
in regards to the intrinsic qualities of the action that is no longer tied to mere
representation of reality, but rather life itself.

